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              	 For members
                 
                  
                
                 
                  
                   
                    
                     	Everything for GEMA members
 Important information in a nutshell

	Repertoire
 Register works & AV productions, upload sound files

	Royalty payouts
 Everything to do with payouts

	Online services for members
 Do everything online



                    

                    
                     	Become a GEMA member
 Join a strong community

	GEMAplus
 Benefit from our bonus programme

	General Assembly
 Dates, resolutions, reports

	Social and cultural services
 How we support our members



                    

                    
                     	 How you can participate in shaping the association



                    

                   

                  

                 

                
 
	 Use music
                 
                  
                
                 
                  
                   
                    
                     	Register music
 In public, on the internet, on (sound) recordings

	Industry sectors & more
 From A-level proms to Zumba classes, including DJs, restaurants, and many more

	Why pay GEMA?
 Music increases sales



                    

                    
                     	General agreements [Gesamtvertragspartner]
 For associations and organisations

	About our Online Portal
 One platform for your matters



                    

                    
                     	
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        GEMA Encore - special features for our customers



                    

                   

                  

                 

                
 
	 GEMA
                 
                  
                
                 
                  
                   
                    
                     	About us
 GEMA – this is us

	Organisation
 The most important association committees, governing bodies and internal authorities

	GEMA careers
 Exciting tasks, attractive benefits

	GEMA at a glance
 Many creative heads under one roof



                    

                    
                     	Awards
 Music awards we grant

	Publications
 Magazine virtuos, annual report, yearbook & more

	This is how GEMA distributes its money
 Where your contributions go



                    

                    
                     	
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Your career in the music business: Apply now at GEMA



                    

                   

                  

                 

                
 
	 News
                 
                  
                
                 
                  
                   
                    
                     	Overview
 News from the music business and GEMA

	GEMA Magazine
 Stories, interviews and background information

	Newsletter
 Subscribe now!



                    

                    
                     	Media centre
 Download press releases and materials

	GEMA news
 Current news and top issues



                    

                    
                     	 AI in music: articles, statements and press material
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               Login/Registration
               

               About the GEMA Online Portal
               

              

              
             

            

            
           

          

         

        

       

      

      
       
        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 
                  
                   
                    
                     
                      
                       
                         
                          
                            
                              
                         

                        

                       

                      

                     

                     
                     
                    

                   

                  

                 
                

               

              

             

            

           

          

         

         
        

       

      

     

    
   

  
 

 



 
  
   
    
     For all who love music

     
      A strong partner for more than 90,000 GEMA members and over two million music users in Germany. What unites us all: the love of music.

     

    

    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
    

   

  

 

 



 
   

   

   

   
     
      
     
     
      
      
      
     
     
    
 

 



 
  
   
    
     
      
       
       
        What information are you looking for?

        
         
          
           
            
             
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
              
             

             
              For creators and publishers

              
               Become a member, register your works, get your royalties & profit from benefits
              

              Information for members
              

             

            

           

           
          

          
           
            
             
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
              
             

             
              Register music usages

              
               I would like to play music or use it online
              

              Calculate price and register
              

             

            

           

           
          

          
           
            
             
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
              
             

             
              GEMA at a glance

              
               A powerful voice for music creators
              

              Learn more
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               members have joined up in GEMA
              

             

            

           

           
          

          
           
            
            
             
             

             
              27.73m

              
               songs and musical works in the GEMA database
              

             

            

           

           
          

          
           
            
            
             
             

             
              1.009bn

              
               euros paid to rightsholders worldwide in 2023
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               events licensed for 2024 so far
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                GEMA and SACEM: AI study
               

               Generative Artificial Intelligence in the music sector
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                Statement
               

               Tobias Holzmüller on music streaming in Europe
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               Together for social diversity
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               GEMA awards Annette Humpe and Rolf Zuckowski
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               Current information about the payouts
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                Member Magazine
               

               Read the new issue of "virtuos" now (only in German)

               Link
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               Special features for our customers
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               Bonus programme for our members
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                MusicHub
               

               Get your music heard with our digital platform

               Link
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          We mourn Aribert Reimann

          
           We mourn the composer, pianist, and lifetime achievement award recipient Aribert Reimann, who passed away at the age of 88.
          

         

         
          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
           
          

         

        

       

      

     

    

   

  
 




 
  
  
   
    
      
        
      
       
    

    
     
      
       
        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 I love writing new songs, listening to my music lyrics on the radio, watching them on TV or experiencing them live – each time this happens I am proud as if it were the first time. So that I can live off my music and continue to be creative, I have GEMA on my side.

                
 Jonathan Zelter | Performer and author
                View Website
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 Especially in times where digitisation and streaming has brought about the biggest change for the music industry since the invention of sound recording, a strong GEMA is enormously important to me in order to protect the creators.

                
 Fabian Lang | Composer and Producer
                View on Instagram
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 Not only does GEMA look after my copyright as a performer; it also takes care of the exploitation rights for my works which is why this institution is one of the most important for me. After all this is exactly what provides the safety net for me to be able to develop myself as a songwriter.

                
 ela. | Songwriter and performer
                Listen on Spotify
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 Especially in today's digital world, it is important for artists like me that our rights are respected. GEMA gives me this security, is always there for me and I can fully concentrate on my creativity.

                
 Ambre Vallet | Songwriter & Artist
                Listen on Spotify
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 It's important for me that my social media community grows with me and gets an early glimpse at the creation of my songs. GEMA gives me the assurance that nobody else can claim my music as theirs.

                
 Diana Goldberg | Songwriter & Artist
                Listen on Spotify
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 To me, GEMA means having a steady and reliable partner on my side who ensures that performers receive their due income. I could not imagine a music industry without GEMA.

                
 AVAION | Electro-Musician
                Listen on Spotify
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 As an artist, I can and want to earn money with my music. GEMA is a strong partner in this respect!

                
 Zoé | musician
                Listen on Spotify
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 We are all GEMA members since we want our music to be protected in terms of copyright and receive fair royalty payments for our works. You are really doing a great job. Thank you GEMA!

                
 Diamonds | rock band
                Listen on Spotify
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 I am a member because I want to be able to live well off my music. I also consider copyright to be a very valuable asset and want to protect my songs. On top of that, I would like to increase the currently low proportion of women at GEMA.

                
 Gwen Cobain | musician and songwirter
                Listen on Spotify
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 I have been a GEMA member for half of my life: When I was in the teenage band “Debbie Rockt” back in 2007, GEMA was the only entity thanks to which I got money for my (songwriting) work.

                
 Sofia Stark | singer songwriter
                Listen on Spotify
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               
                
                 Considering the multitude of broadcasts and performances, I would have lost the overview long ago. But no matter whether it’s royalties for live concerts, radio or television, GEMA takes care of it. I am glad that my rights as a composer are represented here.

                
 Christin Henkel | composer & songwriter
                Listen on Spotify
                

               

               
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
                
               

              

             

            

           

           
          

         

        

       

      

     

    

   

  

 

 



 
  
   
    
     
      
       
       
        Questions about GEMA

        
         
          
           
            
             
              How is GEMA organised?

              
               GEMA actually “is” its members. As a consequence, our most important body is the General Assembly of members. It usually takes place once a year, and takes turns between Berlin and Munich. All full GEMA members ...

              

              Link
              

             

            

           

           
          

          
           
            
             
              Does GEMA make a profit?

              
               GEMA is not aimed at making a profit.
 Instead, we pay out our collections to composers, lyricists, arrangers and publishers who are GEMA members or members of a foreign sister organisation and whose ...

              

              Link
              

             

            

           

           
          

          
           
            
             
              How can use copyright to protect a song I composed myself?

              
               You do not need to do anything. Your song is automatically protected by German copyright law. This applies to the composition material and song lyrics, from ...
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 see all questions
       

      

      
     

    

   

  
 




 
  
   
    
     
      Get help – quickly!

      If you need us, our help centre offers answers to your questions – it is quick and easy to use and accessible to you 24/7 – and there are no waiting times.

      Go to the help centre
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       Couldn't find your topic?
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	Your journey as a member
	Engagement
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	Repertoire
	GEMAplus


	 Music users
                
                 
               	Branches & more
	Why pay to GEMA?
	Music use in public
	Music use on the internet
	Music use on Sound recordings
	Tariffs


	 About GEMA
                
                 
               	GEMA at a glance
	Career
	Press
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	Organisation


	 Help & contact
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	Online Portal
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         Copyright © 2024 GEMA. All rights reserved
        

        
         
          
           
            
             
              
               	  Legal notice  
	  Data protection  
	  Compliance  
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